Sustainable Catering Design
Does Not Cost The Earth
Are you making the most from your Rubbish?
Land fill costs increasing
Targets to reduce land fill
Food Miles – Waste Miles
With the increasing cost of sending waste to land fill sites,
the Government targets and the associated fuel costs for
collecting and disposing of waste, waste is fast becoming a
critical factor in the catering operational cost matrix.

The coming together of hot and cold.
Where does all the rejected heat from your refrigeration go, does it simply disappear with
cooking heat and fumes through the ventilation system to the outside world. You spend a
great deal of effort and money creating the heat in the cook line but what about all the
residue heat you pay to get rid of through the ventilation canopy.
Can you harness this wasted heat and make use of the energy it contains, if you add the
rejected heat from refrigeration to the expelled heat from the cook line then you have a great
source of energy to pre-heat the water in your hot water system a commodity that is always
in great demand in any kitchen.

By reviewing the preparation, cooking and service operations
the generated waste can be vastly reduced making savings
on this traditional method of waste removal.
By treating the food waste at source it is possible to reduce
or eliminate the need to collect waste for disposal, greatly
reducing the reliance on land fill – helping Government
targets, saving on land fill costs and the associated transport.
It is also possible to recycle this waste for compost or bio
fuel thereby potentially creating tax breaks or an income
stream.
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Did You Know?

CDIS-KARM can help you turn this problem in to an
opportunity saving on these rising costs.

CDIS-KARM

You can lose as much as 11% efficiency from your fridge if the seals are damaged.
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